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The action reaction principle is violated in the standard formulation of Quantum Mechanics, so
that its phase (Hilbert) space is incomplete. Moreover, projection of state of a quantum system
under indirect measurement, when there are alternative virtual paths and one of them is discarded
by negative detection implies, according to the action reaction principle, a reaction on the detector,
although its macroscopic state does not change. If all interactions are local, mediated by fields
with relativistically causal evolution, some system different from the particle (which follows another
path) must locally interact with the detector. Relativistic locality and the action reaction principle
predict the existence of de Broglie fields. It is presented a formulation of Quantum Mechanics in
extended Hilbert spaces, where kinematic and dynamical representations of physical magnitudes are
distinguished.
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I. INCOMPLETENESS OF QUANTUM
MECHANICS
The action reaction principle1 (ARP) is a fundamental
ingredient in the description of interactions, either me-
diated by local fields or acting at a distance.
ARP:When two systems interact
both of them change of state.
Relativistic locality2 (RL) or causality is grounded in
the equivalence of reference frames (independence of the
observer), constancy of the light speed and the arrow
of time, distinction between past and future light cones.
The time orientation of a space like curve is frame de-
pendent and can not represent the time evolution of a
corpuscular system. The value of a distributed field at a
space time event is independent of (or commutes with) its
values at spatially separated events; it is completely de-
termined by initial conditions along a spatial sheet inside
the past light cone.
RL:The evolution of particles and fields
fulfils relativistic causality.
All known interactions are mediated by local fields. Lo-
cal action of a field over a particle is accompanied by a
local reaction over the field that obeys a causal propaga-
tion. Both principles, justified by general considerations
of symmetry, have overwhelming empirical support.
A. The ARP in Quantum Mechanics
Let us consider the following interaction in Quantum
Mechanics (QM). Two systems SI and SII are in initial
states |a>I and |c>II , eigenstates of magnitudes A and C
respectively. |c>II=
∑
j zj|dj>II in a basis of eigenstates
of a non commuting magnitude D. A Hamiltonian of
interaction H(A,D) = κAD is switched on. The time
evolution of the composite is
|a>I⊗
∑
j
zje
−iκadjt/~|dj>II .
Similarly, there is trivial projection of state after mea-
surement of magnitude A on system SI with initial eigen-
state |a>I , output a, while the apparatus pointer’s state
changes. These are academic examples, but the point is
that the ARP is not automatically fulfilled in the stan-
dard mathematical formulation of QM. Its phase space
is incomplete, in agreement with the celebrated EPR
paper3. Additional degrees of freedom in an extended
phase space for system SI must evolve describing the
reaction. A mathematical formulation of QM in an ex-
tended phase space will be compatible with standard QM
if the assignment of probabilities to states in the new for-
malism reproduces the probabilities for the correspond-
ing projected states in usual phase space of QM. There
are consistent formulations of QM in extended Hilbert
spaces456 (EQM). The mathematical machinery is pre-
served: linear superposition in a Hilbert space, opera-
tors fulfilling canonical commutation rules, uncertainty
principle, Born’s rule7,. . . But roles of the labels, coordi-
nates of state, and of the dynamical operators associated
to physical magnitudes are distinguished, contrarily to
orthodox QM. Elementary vectors of state are charac-
terised by joint values of commuting and non commuting
magnitudes, and play a kinematic role, i.e. description of
the evolution of state’s magnitudes and (observable and
unobservable) distributions of probability. On the other
hand, the self adjoint operators representing magnitudes
and fulfilling the commutation rules play a dynamical
role through the Hamiltonian.
2B. Relativistic locality and divergent virtual paths
Particles can follow two or more spatially divergent vir-
tual paths. An initial state |Ψ> (0) splits, e.g. through a
Stern–Gerlach apparatus or a beam splitter, and evolves
in time to the state
|Ψ> (tint) = U(tint, 0)|Ψ> (0) = z1|x1> +z2|x2>
where xj is the spatial position at tint of the wave packet
following the j–th trajectory, and zj |xj > is the asso-
ciated state’s component; other quantum numbers are
omitted. An appropriate experimental set up can rejoin
these paths around xf at tf , for a final state |Ψ> (tf ) =
U(tf , tint)|Ψ> (tint) where both components interfere. If
in another run a particle detector D(1) is placed at x1
either the particle is detected (and blocked) or it arrives
to xf following path 2. The state of the composite is
|Ψ> (tint) ⊗ |D
(1)
0 > right before the system/detector in-
teraction, |D
(1)
0 > ready–to–measure state of the pointer.
After interaction the composite has evolved to the entan-
gled state
z1|x1>⊗|D
(1)
p > +z2|x2>⊗|D
(1)
n > ,
|D
(1)
p > (|D
(1)
n >) state of the pointer for positive (nega-
tive) detection. In case of negative detection and apply-
ing the projection of state rule we obtain |Ψn> (tint) =
|x2 > ⊗|D
(1)
n >, with the particle localised around x2.
Next, the particle evolves to the final state |Ψn> (tf ) =
U(tf , tint)|x2>, localised around xf . |Ψn> (tint) 6= |Ψ>
(tint), as well as |Ψn> (tf ) 6= |Ψ> (tf ), so that |D
(1)
0 >
6= |D
(1)
n > according to the ARP. But when using a par-
ticle detector its macroscopic state does not change. Ap-
propriately designed devices could show an observable
reaction.
This is a generic experimental set up for a delayed
choice experiment; we can choose to place detector D(1)
at some tc . tint. In case of negative detection, an inter-
action at a distance between events (x2, tint), where the
particle is localised (we could place a detector D(2) at
x2), and (x1, tint) for the detector would contradict RL.
Another physical system must follow path 1 towards x1,
locally interacting at (x1, tint) with D
(1) and giving way
to the change of state of the detector. If both ARP and
RL are fulfilled a particle is a composite of a corpuscular
subsystem, which follows path 2, and a distributed field8
following both paths. Suppression of the |x1> compo-
nent of the field at (x1, tint), or modification of its state
with a non destructive measurement or some other inter-
action, determines the change of state of the composite
system at (xf , tf ). |x2> is a statistical representation
of the subsystem made of particle (for negative detection
at x1) and x2–field component, while |x1> represents the
x1–field component. QM (and EQM) determines statis-
tical distributions for outputs of measurement/detection
of the corpuscular component; existence of an accompa-
nying de Broglie field does not contradict it.
II. EXTENDED PHASE–HILBERT SPACES
A. Representation of physical magnitudes
In Classical Mechanics9, a physical magnitude A is re-
presented by a function xA in the phase space of the
system. xA can belong to a complete system of coor-
dinates {xA, . . .}, whose values {a = xA(s), . . .} char-
acterize states s of the system. Trajectories are de-
scribed by functions xA(s(t)), xA having kinematic pur-
poses. In Hamiltonian Mechanics, magnitude A has a
second, dynamical representation: the operator (vector
field) XA = {·, xA}, where {, } is the Poisson bracket.
The distinction between both representations is subtle,
A and B seem to play similar roles in {xB, xA}. But the
Poisson bracket has exclusively dynamical purposes, de-
termining the law of evolution for a given Hamiltonian
H
dxB
dt
= {xB, H} =
∑ ∂H
∂xA
{xB, xA} =
∑
cAXA(xB).
In {xB, xA}, xB plays a kinematic role, dxB/dt describes
an infinitesimal evolution dxB of magnitude B along a
dt time interval. On the other hand, the role of xA,
better XA, is dynamical, it determines how much an A
dependence of the Hamiltonian magnitude H adds up,
with some intensity coefficient cA, to the dynamical law
of evolution in the linear combination d/dt =
∑
cAXA.
In Quantum Mechanics, physical magnitudes A are el-
ements of a non commutative algebra (M, [, ]) fulfilling
canonical commutation rules. A maximal subalgebra
F = {A, . . .} of commuting magnitudes determines ele-
mentary states labelled by specific values (a, . . .) of the
magnitudes in F . These states, understood as vectors
|a, . . .>, generate through superposition a Hilbert space
H
(QM)
F , where A is represented by a self adjoint opera-
tor A with eigenvalues a and eigenstates |a, . . .>. An-
other maximal abelian subalgebra F ′ = {B, . . .} defines
the Hilbert space H
(QM)
F ′ . Maps between bases |a, . . .>
and |b, . . .>, consistent with the commutation rules in
(M, [, ]), allow to identify HF with HF ′
H
(QM)
F
// H
(QM)
F ′
oo
as well as to obtain the action of B on H
(QM)
F . The repre-
sentations of physical magnitudes as labels of state and
as dynamical operators are mixed up, not properly dis-
tinguished: the number of labels a, coordinates for kine-
matic purposes, is unnecessarily constrained by the di-
mension of maximal abelian subalgebras of (M, [, ]) with
3regards to the, conceptually different, dynamical struc-
ture [, ]. In this incomplete phase space the ARP is not
automatically fulfilled.
B. Extended Hilbert spaces
The ARP is restated in an extended Hilbert space
where kinematic and dynamical representations of mag-
nitudes are distinguished6. Elementary states |a, b, . . .>,
labelled by (a, b, . . .), joint values of commuting and non
commuting magnitudes inM, generateH
(EQM)
M ; A, B, . . . ,
are linear operators in H
(EQM)
M , representation of (M, [, ]).
|a, b, . . .> is not eigenstate of A. Standard QM Hilbert
spaces H
(QM)
F are quotients
H
(EQM)
M
pi(F)
{{①①
①①
①①
①① pi(F ′)
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
H
(QM)
F H
(QM)
F ′
defined by the natural projections pi(F) : H
(EQM)
M → H
(QM)
F
∑
(a,b,··· )∈M
Z(a, b, . . .)|a, b, . . .>→
∑
(a,··· )∈F

 ∑
(b,··· )∈M/F
Z(a, b, . . .)

 |a, . . .>
The QM distributions of amplitude, coefficients of
the projected vectors, are marginals of the EQM distri-
bution, Z(a, . . .) =
∑
(b,··· )∈M/F Z(a, b, . . .). Subspace
H(a,··· ) ⊂ H
(EQM)
M , made of all vectors with common la-
bels (a, . . .) ∈ F , projects onto the ray λ|a, . . .> in H
(QM)
F .
While in QM there is trivial action of A over |a, . . .>, it
becomes non trivial in H(a,··· ), and the ARP is automat-
ically fulfilled. Mappings identifying different H
(QM)
F quo-
tient spaces are superfluous: all standard projected vec-
tors of state are obtained from a common vector in EQM,
and correspondingly all observable distributions of proba-
bility are determined, through marginals and Born’s rule,
from the common distribution of amplitude of the EQM
state.
Many dynamical properties of a quantum system, as
e.g. the quantised energy levels for a given Hamilto-
nian or the uncertainty relations, are dictated by the
algebraic structure of (M, [, ]). Therefore, these prop-
erties are common to all representations of the algebra in
arbitrary Hilbert spaces. The following examples illus-
trate the main characteristics of the EQM formalism, the
way it represents interference, the contextual character of
quantum distributions of probability, entanglement, etc.
C. The two slit experiment
For a spinless point particle, a “universal covering”
phase space is the (ill defined) set of virtual paths in the
path integral formalism10, each path with fixed ampli-
tude of probability exp(iS[path]/~), where S[path] is the
action integral. We can formally define the state |S>=∑
exp(iS[path]/~) |path>, sum along all paths allowed
by the physical context. In the position representation
the wave function Ψ(q) =
∑
exp(iS[path(q)]/~) (path(q)
all paths with endpoint q) is the marginal distribution
of amplitude for the projection of |S > over the stan-
dard Hilbert space generated by {|q>}. Similarly, the
marginal
∑
exp(iS[path(p)]/~) for fixed final momentum
determines ξ(p).
On the opposite side of the largest phase space of
paths, the paradigmatic two slit experiment is an exam-
ple of minimally extended phase space, with just an ad-
ditional bivalued slit variable s ∈ {L,R}. Λ(s, q), q posi-
tion at the final screen, is the marginal amplitude of all
paths going from the source through slit s to endpoint q.
Paths from the source to points of the first screen out of
the slits do not belong to the physical context of interest.
Ψ(q) = Λ(L, q) + Λ(R, q) is the marginal corresponding
to the projection |s, q>→ |q>, and |Ψ(q)|2 describes the
diffraction pattern. An alternative projection over the
two dimensional Hilbert space {|s>}, restricting ampli-
tudes (their phases) to integrals along paths with end
points at the slits, determines P (L) = P (R) = 1/2. It
is applied to measurement of the slit variable. In case of
measurement, |s> evolves to Λ′(s, q) with associated dis-
tribution of probability |Λ′(s, q)|2, and no diffraction pat-
tern is observed. Quantum probabilities are contextual,
they depend on the superposition of amplitudes interfer-
ing in a given context. We can locate a particle detector,
e.g. a narrow light beam, along the R slit in such a way
that the particle is unperturbed when going through the
L slit. Recording coincidence events between detection
at R and the final screen we get the conditional distri-
bution P (L, q) for undetected particles. Without local
interaction between particle and detector the final state,
statistical pattern, has changed. According to the ARP,
some reaction on the light beam should happen. Perhaps
using a coherent light beam some phase shift could be ob-
served. According to RL, a de Broglie field component
through the R slit locally interacts with the light beam
and arrives perturbed to the final screen. If the interac-
tion generates a stochastic shift of phase, the individual
diffraction pattern at the final screen is also shifted. One
spot, final position of the corpuscular subsystem is regis-
tered at each run; the overall statistical distribution is
superposition of individual spots, each one associated to
a randomly shifted diffraction pattern.
4D. Spinless point particle
In the position representation for a spinless point par-
ticle, magnitudes Q and P are represented as Q = q,
P = −i~∂q acting over the Hilbert space of square in-
tegrable complex functions of the spatial coordinates
Ψ(q). Alternatively, Q = i~∂p and P = p are repre-
sentations of the same Heisenberg algebra on the Hilbert
space of square integrable functions of momentum. These
Hilbert spaces are identified through the Fourier trans-
form; in the language of path integral they are distinct
quotient spaces of the set of virtual paths, defined by
partitions into paths with common final position or mo-
mentum. The superposition of amplitudes for all final
momenta p interfering at q determines Ψ(q). In EQM
we can consider an “incomplete” projection, partition
of the set of virtual paths into sets with common fi-
nal position and momentum, with marginal amplitudes
some square integrable distribution Λ(q, p) in the clas-
sical phase space. This defines a Hilbert space of ele-
mentary states |q, p> with definite joint values of posi-
tion and momentum. There is a formal, unobservable
distribution of probability |Λ(q, p)|2. It is not Wigner’s
quasi probability distribution11 W (q, p). |Ψ(q)|2 is not
the marginal of |Λ(x, p)|2, because of the typical crossed
interference terms in the superposition of amplitudes. In4
Qα = αq+ i~∂p and Pβ = βp− i~∂q, with α+ β = 1, are
the representation of position and momentum dynami-
cal operators. |q, p> is not eigenstate of the dynamical
operator Q. The role of eigenstates is played here by
Q–invariant subspaces Hq0 = {|q0, p>}, which project
onto the rays λ|q0> in the standard position represen-
tation. The action of Q on Hq0 is not trivial, it gener-
ates evolution and allows to restate the ARP. Obviously,
there are more possibilities of evolution for Λ(q, p, t)
than for Ψ(q, t). Fourier projections Λ(q, p) → Ψ(q)
=
∫
dpKα(q, p)Λ(q, p), with α–dependent Fourier kernels
Kα(q, p)
4 determined by the selection of bases, establish
the correspondence with the standard formalism, and all
observable predictions of QM are reproduced. The ob-
servable distribution of probability |Ψ(q)|2 associated to
the marginal Ψ(q) =
∑
p Λ(q, p) is a statistical repre-
sentation of the superposition, interference between all
p-components of the field at q.
E. The singlet state
In QM, when two magnitudes A and B commute the
eigenvalues of a functionally dependent C = f(A,B) ful-
fil the same relation cij = f(ai, bj), and C is redun-
dant. This is not the case for non commuting magni-
tudes. For example, eigenvalues of the spin 1/2 opera-
tors Sφ = cosφSx + sinφSy are sφ = sx = sy = ±1/2
(in natural units), so that sφ 6= sx cosφ + sy sinφ. Con-
trarily to a classical phase space, in EQM if [A,B] 6= 0,
values c of a functionally dependent magnitude C =
f(A,B) are independent, not redundant labels of ele-
mentary states |a, b, c >. An elementary spin state in
EQM contains the values of spin in all directions of space,
a state |σ > characterised by a skew symmetric map
σ : S2 → {+,−}, S2 the unit sphere. This is a “univer-
sal covering” phase space for spin variables, analogous
to the space of virtual paths for a spinless point parti-
cle. We can project |σ> onto a Hilbert space of spin in
a finite number of directions {n1,n2, . . . ,nN}, with spin
coordinates (s1 = σ(n1), s2 = σ(n2), . . .) and elemen-
tary states |s1, s2, . . . , sN>. Two dimensional standard
Hilbert spaces are defined for one direction n; projec-
tions |σ>→ |σ(n)> define the basis {|+>, |−>} of spin
up and down in direction n. Changes of bases consistent
with the commutation rules identify Hilbert spaces for
two directions. In EQM, each standard Hilbert space is
a different quotient; the correspondence between all pro-
jected states comes from a common state in the extended
Hilbert space.
Spin coordinate sj in direction nj has attached an ele-
mentary amplitude5 sjNj , where Nj is the unit quater-
nion (nj · i)I+ (nj · j)J+ (nj · k)K, I, J, K (and 1)
generators of the quaternion numbers. sjNj plays the
role of the unit complex amplitude exp(iS/~) in path in-
tegral. The total amplitude for state |s1, s2, . . . , sN> is
the sum Z(s1, s2, . . . , sN ) =
∑
sjNj. An orthodox state,
e.g. spin up in direction z (n1 = k), is represented by
the superposition of all states |+z, s2, . . . , sN> with co-
efficients their corresponding amplitudes
|+z>=
∑
s2,...,sN
(K+
∑
j≥2
sjNj)|+z , s2, . . . , sN>
Projections over standard Hilbert spaces determine the
right distributions of probability. Z(+z) = 2
N−1K,
Z(−z) = 0 gives P (+z) = 1, P (−z) = 0; from Z(s2) =
2N−2(K + s2N2) we get P (s2) = (1 + s2k · n2)/2. Pro-
jected states, even of a normalised one, are generically
not normalised.
If we interpret distributions of amplitude
Z(s1, s2, . . . , sN ) as statistical, ensemble representa-
tions for the spin magnitudes of composite particle/field
systems, a process in which the system splits into
spatially divergent paths (e.g., through a Stern–Gerlach
apparatus) corresponds to a splitting of “spin field”
components (up and down), while the particle follows
one path. |+z > represents the suppression of all
Z(−z, s2, . . . , sN ) field components, when no physical
context or experimental set up rejoins these field compo-
nents previously separated. The individual system has
now definite s∗z = + value, hidden s
∗
j values and both
sj = ± spin field components, for all j ≥ 2.
An isotropic physical process generates particles, one
at time, with unknown spin values in all directions. There
is not a vector in QM representing this physical state,
every vector in the Hilbert space is eigenstate of a spin
operator in some direction. In EQM the vector
5|S0>=
∑
s1,s2,...,sN
Z(s1, s2, . . . , sN )|s1, s2, . . . , sN>
represents the former physical state. Its projection over
an arbitrary standard Hilbert space determines the prob-
abilities P (sj) = P (−sj) = 1/2. EQM contains more
states than standard QM. In |S0> all spin field compo-
nents are present and can interfere, while in a classical
statistical ensemble of |+z> and |−z> there are not |+z>
field components in those systems of the ensemble repre-
sented by state |−z>.
A physical process generates pairs of correlated parti-
cles α and β in the singlet spin state. In EQM we can, in
analogy with QM, assign to the composite the entangled
vector |Sαβ>=
∑
Z(s1, s2, . . . , sN )|s1, . . . , sN>
α ⊗| − s1, . . . ,−sN>
β
where the perfect (anti)correlation for outputs s∗αj +
s∗βj = 0 is encoded, as in standard QM, in the coupling
between vectors of each particle Hilbert space with oppo-
site spin variables. Amplitudes outside the anti–diagonal
vanish. Alternatively, we can assign to the singlet state
the factorized vector |Ssinglet>= |Sα0> ⊗
corr |Sβ0>, and
represent the correlated pairs through the functional re-
lation between hidden values of spin s∗αj + s
∗β
j = 0. The
statistical description |Sα0> of particle α is independent
of any measurement performed on β. The correlation
between Alice and Bob outputs of measurement s∗αi and
s∗βj on simultaneously generated particles, in directions
ni and nj respectively, is equivalent to self correlation,
specific of particle α, between measured s∗αi and hidden
s∗αj ; the output s
∗β
j is used to infer the (hidden, counter-
factual) s∗αj .
We can, through successive projections of |S0>, cal-
culate the marginal amplitudes Z(si, sj , sk) (for a third
direction nk), Z(si, sj) and Z(si), from which we get
P (si, sj, sk), P (si, sj) and P (si). Only P (si) is obser-
vable because the spin operators do not commute. For
generic magnitudes and states P (si) will not match the
marginal
∑
j P (si, sj) because of the interference terms
in the sum of amplitudes. But P (si) =
∑
j P (si, sj)
whenever both magnitudes are observable, either because
the operators commute or because one of them can be
inferred from measurement in a correlated companion.
State |Sα0> of particle α fulfils the marginal probability
condition for spin magnitudes in two arbitrary directions,
independently of the existence of a correlated companion
β. Measurement on β allows to infer, without in any way
perturbing the state of α, a hidden value of spin for α. On
the other hand,
∑
k P (si, sj , sk) 6= P (si, sj), i.e., inter-
ference terms in the sum of amplitudes
∑
k Z(si, sj, sk)
do not vanish. There is no way, for particles in state
|Ssinglet >, to measure/infer three values of spin for
α. The phenomenon is analogous to the two slit ex-
periment: spin field components in any third direction
sk = ± interfere as both slits wave components, deter-
mining |Z(si, sj ,+k)+Z(si, sj,−k)|2 = |Z(si, sj ,+k)|2+
|Z(si, sj ,−k)|2 +interf. Because of the non vanishing in-
terference terms P (si, sj) does not match P (si, sj ,+k)
+P (si, sj ,+k), in analogy with P (q) 6= P (R, q)+P (L, q)
because |Ψ(L, q) + Ψ(R, q)|2 = |Ψ(L, q)|2 + |Ψ(R, q)|2
+interf.
III. QUANTUM STATISTICAL THEORY OF
FIELD/PARTICLE COMPOSITES
Measurement is an interaction, and according to the
ARP it causes a reaction on the measured system. Let
us consider, for academic purposes, a classical statistical
theory for microscopic systems in which the unavoidable
reaction under measurement can not be neglected. A
physical process or preparation procedure generates one
system at a time. There is, for the ensemble, an un-
known distribution of probability P (ai, bj) for two non
commuting magnitudes A and B. If we perform mea-
surements of A in a statistical sample determining P (ai),
followed by measurements of B in the output states, the
observed P (ai, b
out
j ) will differ from the unknown initial
P (ai, bj); we can not apply, by hypothesis, the approxi-
mation boutj = bj+△bj ≃ bj . Using the observable P (ai)
and P (bj) (obtained from another statistical sample) we
can look for a joint probability distribution fulfilling the
linear equations
P (ai)=
∑
j
P (ai, bj), P (bj)=
∑
i
P (ai, bj), (1)
and inequalities P (ai, bj)≥ 0. Each measured system is
in a state with definite (unknown) values of both mag-
nitudes, so that there is solution, not necessarily unique.
Alternatively, when the system under study is jointly
generated with a correlated companion, in such a way
that output of measurement of a magnitude Bcorr de-
termines b = f(bcorr), the observable P (ai, b
corr
j ) deter-
mines P (ai, bj = f(b
corr
j )).
QM is a statistical theory, but not the former classical
statistical theory for microscopic systems. QM distri-
butions of probability are contextual, which means that
there is not necessarily a joint P (ai, bj) for non com-
muting magnitudes A and B and arbitrary state |S>.
The system (1) is not generically compatible in QM, with
P (ai) = | <ai|S> |2, P (bj) = | <bj|S> |2 associated to
the QM vector of state |S>. If we ignore the positivity
condition, the remaining system of linear equations be-
comes compatible. For two non commuting magnitudes
A and B, and a unit vector of state |S>, a (not neces-
sarily unique) solution is
W (a, b) =
1
2
(<S|a><a|b><b|S> +cc)
cc the complex conjugate. It can be easily checked that
W (q, p) is Wigner’s quasi probability distribution when
6<q|S>= Ψ(q) and <p|S>= ξ(p) are position and mo-
mentum representations for a spinless point particle. For
N magnitudes a solution is
W (a, b, . . . , c) =
1
N !
(<S|a><a|b> · · · <c|S> + · · · )
including all permutations of (a, b, . . . , c). Anyhow, quasi
probabilities are obtained from the more fundamental
distributions of amplitude.
If a quantum particle is not isolated, if it is accompa-
nied by a de Broglie field, the attempt to describe an en-
semble of field/particle composites through a distribution
of probability P (ai, bj) in the phase space of corpuscular
variables would ignore the field degrees of freedom, inter-
ference phenomena and the interaction between particle
and field subsystems. The system (1) is trivially com-
patible whenever P (ai, bj) is observable. In particular,
it is compatible for commuting magnitudes; the unavoid-
able reaction to measurement does not, in an ideal case,
modify the value of the commuting variable. If a non
commuting magnitude B can be inferred from measure-
ment of Bcorr in a correlated companion, [A,Bcorr] = 0
and P (ai, bj) is observable. Alice knows, since the space
time measurement event α of A, the output of an hy-
pothetical Bob’s measurement, at space time event β, of
the correlated magnitude Acorr, no matter if Acorr has
already been measured at some β in the past of α, or it
will be measured in the future of α, or there is spatial
separation between α and the hypothetical β measure-
ment events. QM distributions of probability are contex-
tual because there is not a P (ai, bj) for non commuting
magnitudes in arbitrary states. In EQM, a PEQM (ai, bj)
is obtained applying Born’s rule to |S>=
∑
zij |ai, bj>,
PEQM (ai, bj) = |zij |
2 for |S> normalized. Generically,
marginals of PEQM do not match P (ai) and P (bj) be-
cause of non vanishing interference terms. The consis-
tency conditions for observability of PEQM are
P (ai) ≡
1
NA
|
∑
j
zij |
2 =
∑
j
PEQM (ai, bj) =
∑
j
|zij |
2
P (bj) ≡
1
NB
|
∑
i
zij |
2 =
∑
i
PEQM (ai, bj) =
∑
i
|zij |
2
NA, NB normalization factors. QM and EQM states,
distributions of amplitude of probability, represent an
ensemble of composite systems made of corpuscular and
wave like subsystems. Neither QM nor EQM contain a
mathematical representation of an individual composite
system, its evolution laws and interactions between the
physical field and the particle. The amplitudes and re-
lative phases of the complex (or quaternion) distribution
encode, in the statistical ensemble representation, super-
position and interference phenomena between different
field components and the particle/field interaction. An
accompanying de Broglie field can give account of the
contextual character of quantum probabilities, as in the
paradigmatic two slit experiment.
An elementary particle, composite of field and corpus-
cular subsystems, interacts with an external system. If
the external system is macroscopic its state is not com-
pletely known. The interaction causes statistical de-
coherence between field components, different unknown
phase shifts at each repetition of the process. Statisti-
cal decoherence gives account of the projection rule un-
der measurement. For example, in the two slit exper-
iment measurement of the slit variable generates rela-
tive phase shift between both slit wave components, and
correspondingly spatial shift of the diffraction pattern.
Statistical superposition of randomly shifted diffraction
patterns is equivalent to suppression of the interference
behaviour. Only a few macroscopic systems show long
range coherence: superconductivity, Bose–Einstein con-
densates, coherent light beams, . . . The classical limit of
QM is approached when superposition and interference
phenomena of the field component can be neglected; in
a macroscopic composite of many particles only additive
(average) corpuscular degrees of freedom remain.
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